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Fay Block Materials, Inc. was established in 1945 and remains a family-owned manufacturer and supplier of concrete masonry and other hardscape and landscape materials. Now in our fourth generation of ownership and operation by the Allen family, Fay Block is proud to add to our rich history every day. We serve homeowners, contractors, builders, and more with a full selection of quality masonry products, unmatched knowledge, and outstanding customer service.

The Fay Block Advantage
Fay Block Materials offers a complete selection of two-sided, free-standing wall systems that consist of three standard concrete blocks along with a cap block. Using our mortarless wall systems, you can easily build walls in any size, shape, or layout, including custom curves, posts, corners, and more. These mortarless walls are made up of standardized blocks that stack and interlock securely in virtually endless configurations. No matter what the shape of your yard or the scope of your vision, mortarless walls from Fay Block are your most convenient, cost-effective option.

Are you thinking about adding a custom hardscape to your property? Using top-quality concrete pavers from Fay Block Materials, you can install the patio, driveway, pool decking, or walkway of your dreams. Our broad selection of concrete pavers offer the premium appearance and long-lasting quality you really want along with outstanding value and straightforward installation.
AB Ashlar Blend Pattern
The simple clean lines of the AB Collection bring home the essence of Main Street USA.
AB Abbey Blend Pattern
The beauty of the AB Europa Collection brings a nostalgic feel reminiscent of old European towns and villages. Use one block or a combination of blocks to create your own picturesque landscape.
AB Classic

The AB Collection is easy to install. These blocks dry-stack without mortar or footings. The hollow core feature makes them easier to handle and promotes good drainage behind the wall. The raised lip and notch lock each block in place and creates a natural setback.
AB Courtyard Collection
This versatile system provides unlimited possibilities.

Create outdoor spaces that are comfortable yet elegant for entertaining. Incorporate custom gates, counter-tops, natural stone or pavers as beautiful accents for even more style. Illuminate the evening easily by adding lighting to the landscape. Choose between the two textures as well as create a pattern with the different block shapes in your project for a custom look that endures the test of time.
AB Fence System

Safe, Sound, and Secure
AB Fence makes the two sided mortarless fence system a master in privacy, sound reduction and security. Feel protected.
Allan Block Classic & Europa

AB Classic Collection

CLASSIC  JUMBO JR.  LITE STONE  JUNIOR LITE  CAP

AB Europa

DOVER  PALERMO  BORDEAUX  BARCELONA  CAP

Available Colors

CAPE FEAR  CROSS CREEK  LAFAYETTE  LIBERTY
Canyon Stone

Our stone is molded directly from nature. The unique shapes, natural colors and rich textures result from our artisanal approach and attention to detail. The quality of our colors is matched by the durability of our stone veneer.

Sculpted by nature. Crafted by hand.

---

CANYON LEDGE
Mimicking the overlay of each stone slab that constructs the depth and beauty of a canyon, Canyon Ledge connects rustic comfort to artful style. Carved from the landscape of a naturally worn and weathered ledge, this style brings native warmth to compliment any environment.

SOUTHERN LEDGE
Echoing the spectrum of vibrantly raw shades found in the plains of the American Southwest, Southern Ledge is a reflection of the natural wonders that attract people to visit such a diverse region.

TIMBER LEDGE
Timber Ledge has a weathered finish to give a rectangular layered structure more of a time worn and comforting appearance. A versatile stone that is featured inside and out, Timber Ledge adds class and distinction to any project.
Heritage Block

Demanding retaining walls don’t have to sacrifice great looks for high performance. Heritage Block combines the desirable look of natural stone with the advantages of solid performance.
Cottage Stone

TEXTURED

Available in either a 6” x 6” square or a 6” x 9” rectangle, CottageStone Textured offers a multitude of hardscape pattern opportunities. With its dimpled-face finish, CottageStone Textured will make your final design convey artisanal creation and perfect imperfections.
finishing tip:
PAIR TWO DIFFERENT EAGLE BAY PAVER COLORS TO CREATE VISUAL INTEREST IN A PATIO OR DRIVEWAY.
This three-piece modular system is ideal for high-traffic areas, yet maintains charm and warmth with its rounded edges. The pattern possibilities are endless, and designers will often contrast colors to create dynamic curb appeal.
Chatham Natural is a large, three-piece paver combination with rounded edges for a softer, stone-like appearance that creates an elegant tile-like surface for patios, walkways, and poolsides. Offered in seven rich colors, Chatham Natural integrates beautifully into the natural environment. Chatham is one of Eagle Bay's most sought-after pavers.
Essex Stone

Essex Stone is Eagle Bay’s natural slate alternative. The three-piece system fits together in a combination of interesting angles and is designed to create a unique and stunning hardscape.

AVAILABLE ONLY IN JEFFERSON COLOR, AS SHOWN.
EcoBay

With their traditional shape, EcoBay permeable pavers can fit nearly any design. Unlike traditional stone or pavers, this two-piece system will effectively reduce the amount of runoff that can pollute our streams, lakes, rivers, and ultimately the Chesapeake Bay.
EcoBay, Blue Ridge Color (Blue Ridge is available by special order only)
Exciting and varied in design, this five-piece system is cobbled to feel historic and lived-in. There are numerous colors to choose from and endless design possibilities for your patio, pool deck, driveway, and more.
Grand Cay® Cobbled, Jefferson Color; Walls: Highland Stone® Retaining, Jefferson Color; Column Caps: Flat Rock Face Cap, Gray Color
The Blue Ridge

Coupled with its durability & traditional style, this 3 piece paver makes a powerful statement and is ideal for high-traffic areas.
The Appalachian

Offered in a suite of colors, the Appalachian integrates beautifully into your outdoor living space.
Highland Stone

Bring style to your driveway, patio or poolside with Fayblock’s Highland Stone. A variety of colors can lead to bold and interesting patterns.
Paver Patterns and Colors

Patterns

- 90° HERRINGBONE
- 45° HERRINGBONE
- BASKETWEAVE
- RUNNING BOND

- 90° MOD. HERRINGBONE
- (6" X 9" ONLY)
- 90° HERRINGBONE
- (40% 6" X 6" + 60% 6" X 9")
- RUNNING BOND
- (6" X 9" ONLY)
- MOD. RUNNING BOND
- (40% 6" X 6" + 60% 6" X 9")

Colors

- LIBERTY
- CROSS CREEK

- CAPE FEAR
- BLUE MOUNTAIN
- LAFAYETTE
Fire Pits

Enhance your home with a beautiful fire pit using the AB Courtyard Collection.
Plan Your Space

Garden Accent Fire Pit Diameter: 58 inches
Courtyard Fire Pit Diameter: 81 inches
Stone Wall Fire Place Collection
An outdoor fireplace extends the season for the outdoor living space you worked so hard to create. An outdoor fireplace will transform your outdoor living room where you can comfortably relax almost all year. Just imagine gathering around a warm fireplace during the evening and with those you love the most. A fireplace also adds value and curb appeal to your home.
CopingStone

Eagle Bay CopingStones have soft, rounded edges and a flat surface, offering a stylish and comfortable finish for many projects, from walls to pools.
CopingStone, Richmond Color; Wall: Highland Stone® Retaining, James River Color; Wall Cap: XL™ Cap, James River Color; Pavers: CottageStone 6" x 9" Textured, James River Color with CottageStone 6" x 6" Chamfered, Jefferson Color.
Fay Block Materials
130 Builders Boulevard
Fayetteville, North Carolina 28302
1.800.326.9198
www.fayblock.com

Assuring Sustainability One Block at a Time